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Comments

Yeeting_Yamzz • 13 points • 11 January, 2020 01:32 PM 

Plus women are not required to sign a selective service form

DepravedWalnut • 13 points • 11 January, 2020 02:58 PM 

And men have to sign up for selective service before they can vote, get loans, or sometimes get a drivers
license. I love having to consensually nonconsensually give my life away to my country just because im
male!

Yeeting_Yamzz • 7 points • 11 January, 2020 03:05 PM 

Plus the military has much easier PT standards for women.

DepravedWalnut • 6 points • 11 January, 2020 04:54 PM 

Same with stem and many other jobs

All in the name of diversity my friend! No longer shall we hire or recruit based on merit, no we hire
and recruit based on your genitals and skin color!

[deleted] • 7 points • 11 January, 2020 03:35 PM 

Having a penis means you should die for your country. If there are any rights women don't have, that's
discrimination, though.

If men have to possibly die for their country to vote, why do women just get to vote for free again?

Worse, yet, women, through their vote, could put the country on a path to a war that only men have to
fight in.

I would have never thought I would doubt the justice of women voting, but ever since I started thinking
about this, female suffrage is actually kind of sexist.

istira_balegina • 1 point • 12 January, 2020 03:32 AM 

Change My View: anyone who did not have to sign for selective service should be ineligible to be
their commander in chief.

VestigialHead • 6 points • 11 January, 2020 02:25 PM 

So lets even things out and make all of these stats 50/50.

That is the equality feminists are after right?

I-am-just-wondering • -6 points • 11 January, 2020 05:27 PM 

Good question! Actually Feminism is making these stats disappear completely and ensuring that all genders
have equal rights. It is often misrepresented in media that the type of equality they want is 50/50, but in
reality, feminism actually dictates that we need to fight to decrease sexism, not to increase male oppression.
Hope this answers your question! Have a nice day!

VestigialHead • 4 points • 12 January, 2020 02:02 AM 

I think you are a little bit confused as to the intentions of feminism.
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Originally feminism was created to address the massive inequality facing women.

That was in the 1960-70s.

Modern third wave feminism is completely different. It is totally focused on destroying mens rights and
gaining rights for women. Equality has long been thrown out. Women passed men with rights several
decades ago. Now it is simply a straight up power grab - women realised men were trying to be
reasonable and make things more balanced so they took massive advantage and eroded many rights men
should have.

Why do you think groups like MGTOW and r/antifeminists exist? Men have been getting fucked over
royally and they are starting to fight back.

Movements like #MeToo have destroyed many innocent mens lives. Yes it jailed a few monsters as well
- but so many fake claims.

We need to stand up and push back. If we let the feminists continue to have their way then men will
become extinct. Which is the direct intention of the majority of third wave feminists.

Deicidelord • 1 point • 11 January, 2020 02:45 PM 

Csgo?

lordilord123 • -1 points • 11 January, 2020 11:18 PM 

Tbh it has nothing to do with equality/lack of equality if more men are in prison or homeless. They just commit
more crimes and are more often self destructive in critical life situations. Its a fact im sry but i cant agree with
the listed points being indicators for sexism towards men. It only shows that men and woman are different in
their being, and in my opinion there is nothing wrong with that. Both genders tend to have their strengths and
weaknesses.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 January, 2020 03:07 AM* 

Your right. And women work less than men, therefore they deserve less pay right? /s

Women aren’t required to sign up for selective service, so they shouldn’t get the right the vote right? /s

Since men commit more crimes, they go to jail more is your logic. What is happening is women aren’t being
held accountable for their crimes to the extent men are - this is inequality friend. Don’t delude yourself.

lordilord123 • 1 point • 12 January, 2020 11:00 AM 

Woman deserve the same pay/hour, in the same work, but if they work less obviously they deserve less,
how isnt that common sense.

Men obviously commit more crimes how do you deny it. The reason is testosterone, if youre in a bar and
somebody gets the fuck beaten out of them it was most likely a man.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 January, 2020 11:13 AM 

because that is an assumption and you can't just cherry pick a scenario like that and expect it to act as
an argument for all/most cases.

testosterone doesn't turn some men into criminals and women with higher than average levels of
testosterone dont necessarily make up the majority of female criminals.

bad morals/decisions/ideas turn men into criminals and at the same time, these same things turn
women into criminals.

like I said before, women get a "pussypass" (literally what people call it) when they commit crimes
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much of the time. men dont and this is reflected in the incarceration rate skewed towards males.

lordilord123 • 1 point • 12 January, 2020 12:20 PM 

Okay, lets say what you call "pussypass" is real, then it probably takes away 5-10% of woman
crimes. But there is no "pussypass" for stuff like serious assault or armed robbery. Men just
commit more crimes than woman get over it bro. The thing is they are still a small part of all men
and dont represent the majority of men. But what you are doing is denying facts..

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 January, 2020 11:05 PM 

of course there is a pussypass for those crimes too, less so for robbery. there are plenty of
videos showing women assaulting men and men knowing that if they fight back, they will go
to jail while the female will not. this is a basic fear among men nowadays.

you tell me im denying 'facts' but then say things like "then it probably takes away 5-10%",
some arbitrary number you pull out of your ass. how can I take you seriously?

its the worst when people say "blah blah you are denying the fact that..." most of the time I
ignore this because if you need to justify what your saying is a fact, it probably isn't.

a fact is something like "men commit more crimes than women." another fact is "women
aren't held responsible for the crimes they commit relative to men being responsible for their
crimes." absolute numbers dont matter - what matters is that the same % of men committing
crimes are held responsible as the same % of women committing crimes. this is equality.
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